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How much you wanna bet that Trump bailed on KJU b/c
he'd just heard what was happening with Netanyahu? He
canceled around 1 pm local time, which would have been
around 8 am in Israel.

I mean, Trump loves pomp, PR and anything he can possibly put in front of a camera.

Everything was set and they all scattered without warning or explanation.

Also: who's involved in the charges/indictments? This guy is:

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/04/19/sheldon-adelson-c…

Oh. Looks like Sheldon got a visit from the Feds.

Federal Prosecutors Investigate Whether Trump's Inaugural Committe…
NPR's Audie Cornish speaks with Wall Street Journal reporter Rebecca Ballhaus
about a criminal investigation into spending on President Trump's inauguration.

https://www.npr.org/2018/12/13/676572721/federal-prosecutors-investigate-whether-tr…
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Sheldon Adelson: the casino mogul driving Trump's Middle East policy
The Las Vegas billionaire gave Republicans $82m for the 2016 elections and his
views, notably staunch support for Netanyahu’s Israel, are now the official US line

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jun/08/sheldon-adelson-trump-middle-east…

Adelson, who donated over $100 million to the GOP, 'watching' results …
In September, the Jewish billionaire Adelson couple pumped $32 million into the
GOP

https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-adelson-reportedly-watches-election-with-…

And here's where it gets pretty f*ckin' wild.
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Turns out he’s also buds with Erdogan!  And went on a trip to 
Israel financed by a casino mogul (Sheldon Adelson).  
google.com/amp/s/www.haar…
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Dr. Oz to Israelis: Keep walking, but chill out
haaretz.com

The problem with criminal alliances is, they're comprised of...criminals. And when

things go tits up, it's each criminal for himself.
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Their creed transcends nations.  It’s an alliance based on self 
interest, perpetuating criminality, and the subjugation of the rest 
of us.twitter.com/saradannerduki…
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Basically, the exact opposite of career public servants who swear an oath to protect all

of us.


